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Product 
Overview

Reduce blending noise for  
superior customer experience

Up to 34 recipe programs  
to automate blending

Advance containers offer maximum  
efficiency and dripless spouts

COVERED BEVERAGE 
BLENDERS

Powerful efficiency to shorten prep times 
in Back of House (BOH) applications

Variable Speed Control achieves  
precise textures in every dish

Tamper allows continuous blending  
by pressing dense ingredients  

toward the blades

FOOD PREP 
BLENDERS

Incorporate mix-ins  
into frozen desserts

Prepare milkshakes using  
either hard or soft ice cream

Standard or programmed  
models available

Variety of agitators  
to choose from

FROZEN TREAT 
MIXERS

Variety of control options and  
container sizes to choose from

Up to 6 optimized programs 
with automatic shut-off

Recommended for a wide range  
of blends, from smoothies 

to frozen drinks

UNCOVERED BEVERAGE 
BLENDERS

Food or beverage, front of house or back, there’s a Vitamix Commercial machine to suit your menu and your batch sizes. 

And now, finding the right machine has never been easier. We’ve divided our machines into categories according to 

application, so you can quickly identify which product might be right for your business.



FOOD PREP BLENDERS COVERED BEVERAGE BLENDERS

Powerful efficiency to shorten prep times Reduce blending noise for superior customer experience

Vita-Prep 3 Vitamix XL The Quiet One Touch & Go Advance

Exceptional performance for 
the most demanding kitchens

Our most powerful, 
largest capacity machine

Our quietest blender, trusted by 
the nation’s largest chains

Noise reduction for 
smaller volume shops

UNCOVERED BEVERAGE BLENDERS FOOD TREAT MIXERS

Variety of control options and container sizes to choose from Incorporate mix-ins into frozen desserts

Drink Machine Advance Drink Machine Two-Speed Mix’n Machine Advance Mix’n Machine

Six blending programs optimized 
for a variety of beverages

Two-speed control  
for thick, heavy blending

Programmed incorporating of mix-ins 
into ice cream and frozen yogurt

Standard incorporating of mix-ins 
into ice cream and frozen yogurt

Please Note: Not all products are offered in all countries.

Our passion for world-class customer service runs deep within 
our roots as a company. Our dedicated sales representatives are here to 
answer all of your product questions, just give us a call +1.440.782.2450. 
If you are located within the United States or Canada, please contact 
us at 800.437.4654.

Learn more at www.vitamix.com/commercial.

WE’RE HERE TO HELP
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SMART

Investment
For food, beverage, or frozen treats, we’ve got the right machines for your business. This is one piece of equipment that will be with you 
for the long haul—meet the machines that can take whatever you dish out.
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https://whttps://www.vitamix.com/us/en_us/commercial/products?catalog_product_type=115

